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1 élance Central Station
This manual describes the features and functions of the élance Central Station.

The Spacelabs élance Central Station monitors multiple patients from a central location
via a personal computer. It serves as a central monitoring station for the élance Vital
Signs Monitor which transmits the physiological waveforms and parameters to the
Central Station. The élance Central Station allows you to view information from up to 32
patients at one time via a dedicated private Ethernet network.
The élance Central Station also supports printing, audible and visual alarms for the
parameters monitored.
Before using the élance Central Station, be sure to read and understand all sections of
this Operations Manual. Failure to read and understand the instructions may lead to
misuse of the élance Central Station, which could result in harm to the patients.
For élance Central Station hardware system requirement and installation instructions,
refer to the élance Central Station Service Manual (P/N 070-1951-00) for details.
System backup and disaster recovery tools are available to ensure data security. For
more information, refer to the élance Central Station Service Manual (P/N 070-1951-00).
The élance Central Station Installation CD contains an object code version of the
MySQL software, which is licensed under the GNU General Public License located at
www.gnu.org/licenses. For three years from the date this CD is provided to you, upon
your request Spacelabs will provide you with a complete machine-readable copy of the
corresponding source code, subject to the standard GNU copyright notice, warranty
disclaimer, and license terms.
élance Central Operations Manual
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Warning:



Use only one Central Station computer with each network configuration.
The élance Central station must be a dedicated computer solely used for the
élance Central Station surveillance. No other user application systems shall
be installed to avoid deteriorating the system performance.



Spacelabs does not provide PC hardware. When purchasing the PC hardware,
please confirm it meets the latest following standards, IEC 60601-1, IEC 60950
or equivalent local safety standards.



To ensure the élance Central Station is at its optimal performance, the
computer hardware must meet the minimum hardware specifications
recommended by Spacelabs Healthcare. Refer to the élance Central Station
Service Manual (P/N 070-1951-00) for more information.

Notes:
 The élance Central Station software can only connect with the élance Vital Signs
Monitors.
 The maximum network latency on the élance Central Station is less than 2 seconds.

1.1

Indications for Use
The Spacelabs élance Central Station is indicated for use in patient populations for:
-

Adult
Pediatric (1 year old and above)

The Spacelabs élance Central Station facilitates the monitoring of:
-

ECG with arrhythmia detection
Respiration
Non-invasive blood pressures
Invasive blood pressures
Body temperature
Functional arterial oxygen saturation, and
End tidal CO2.

The Spacelabs élance Central Station is a prescription device intended to be used by
healthcare professionals in all areas of a healthcare facility.
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2 Introduction to the élance Central
Station
This chapter introduces the élance Central Station including display symbols, and colors
used on the display to indicate the different functions and messages.
The picture shown below is the élance Central Station display connected with 12
patients.
Menu Bar
Tool Bar

Patient
Monitor
Area

Patient
Console
Area

The élance Central Station display is made up of four distinct areas:





The Menu Bar
The Tool Bar
The Patient Monitor Area
The Patients Console Area

The élance Central Station can connect up to 32 patients as shown below.
Under normal conditions:
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2.1

The Menu Bar
The élance Central Station menu bar has three options Patient, Setup and Help shown
below.

When you move your mouse over it, the option will be highlighted in blue. Click any of
the menu options, a dropdown menu shows. (See below)
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The functions of each menu option are described in the table below.
Option

Patient

Setup

Help

2.2

Function















Set patient details, monitor mode and status.
Discharge patients.
Acknowledge the alarm of Monitor Connection Lost.
Suspend alarms.
Print summary, strip reports and event notes.
Display alarm log.
Enhanced Cardiac Review.
Full Disclosure of ECG waveforms.
Test speakers.
Set system.
Set parameters.
Set waveforms.
Restore setup.
Set service.



Displays the élance Central Station version.

The Tool Bar
There are eight buttons on the élance Central Station tool bar as shown below.

The function of each button is described in the table below.
Button

Function Description
Silences the audible alarm at the Central station and the
alarming élance monitor.
Allows clinical notes entry to the selected patient.
Displays recorded trends of the selected patient.
Full disclosure of ECG waveforms
Provides retrospective review of arrhythmia alarms collected
from bedside monitor.
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Button

Function Description
Provides ST waveforms and ST trend data review.
Prints reports of the selected patient.
Shift the patient’s vital signs display from the Primary View on
the left to the Secondary View window on the right.

2.3

The Patient Monitor Area
This area displays a selected patient’s vital signs. The area is divided into two equal
columns for displaying two patient’s vital signs at a time. The left column is the current
selected patient (Primary View) and the right column is the previous shifted patient
(Secondary View).
Single Patient Display (Primary View)
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Dual Patient Display (Primary and Secondary Views)

2.3.1 Patient Monitor Display Area
The monitor display area is made up of four areas.





The waveform area
The parameter area
The patient information area
The message area

Wave Form Area

Parameter Area

Patient Information Area

Message Area
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2.4

Advanced SpO2 Feature Display
Advanced SpO2 information collected from bedside monitor are available from the
élance Central Station. Information available for review at the élance Central Station is
dependent on the type of SpO2 technologies used at the bedside monitor.
Note:
The advanced SpO2 parameter settings can only be set at the bedside monitor. The
élance Central Station only displays this additional information for review.

2.4.1 Perfusion Index Indicator (Masimo SET)
Perfusion Index Indicator is available on screen to allow users to assess the pulse
strength at the measuring site. The Perfusion Index indicator helps users to quickly
evaluate a patient for the best application site.

Perfusion Index Indicator

The shaded area in the Perfusion Index indicator expands up proportionally to signal
strength. No shading corresponds to no detected signal strength or a faulty sensor.

2.4.2 Signal Strength Indicator (Spacelabs SpO2, Nellcor OxiMax SpO2)
Signal Strength Indicator is available on screen to allow users to assess the pulse
strength at the measuring site. The Signal Strength indicator helps users to quickly
evaluate a patient for the best application site.
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Signal Strength Indicator

The shaded area in the Signal Strength indicator expands up proportionally to signal
strength. No shading corresponds to no detected signal strength or a faulty sensor.

2.4.3 SatSeconds Indicator (Nellcor OxiMax SpO2)
SatSeconds indicator is shown on screen, to the right of the SpO2 numeric to help
eliminate nuisance alarms when patient’s SpO2 level fluctuates near an alarm limit.
Note:
The SatSeconds indicator display is available at the Central station only if the
SatSeconds is turned on at the bedside monitor.

SatSeconds Indicator
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When the SatSeconds algorithm detects an SpO2 value outside the alarm limit, the
SatSeconds Indicator begins to fill clockwise. Each second the saturation value is in
violation of the threshold is added to the SatSeconds count. When the SatSeconds
count meets or exceeds the SatSeconds setting, the SatSeconds indicator is completely
filled, and the SpO2 alarm will be triggered.

2.5

The Patient Console Area
This area displays up to thirty-two (32) patients in the consoles area. The “Number of
Connections” can be configured by clicking Service in Setup menu to match the number
of élance Vital Signs Monitor connections with the élance Central Station.
The following picture shows the Console Area connected with 12 patients. The selected
patient console is highlighted in black.

The following picture shows the Console Area connected with 32 patients.

Click any of the patient consoles and the patient’s vital signs will be displayed on the
left-column Primary View area.
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2.5.1 Patient Console Display Area
The console display area is made up of three areas.
 The waveform area
 The parameter area
 The patient information area

Waveform Area

Parameter Area

Patient Information Area
When a patient console is selected (click on it), the console is highlighted in black as
shown below.

The patient’s vital signs show on the Primary View.
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3 Using the élance Central Station
This chapter discusses how to use the élance Central Station to monitor patients and
provides a general overview of the Central Station’s basic setup.

3.1

Starting Up the élance Central Station
Once the élance Central Station is installed, you can start up the élance Central Station
from an icon on the desktop of your computer.

STEPS:
1. Go to your Desktop.
2. Double click the élance Central Station icon.
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3.2

General Central Station Settings
There are various settings for the élance Central Station to be set.
Caution:
The élance Central Station acts as the time master for all élance monitor
connected via the same network. Do not change the system date and time after
exiting the élance Central Station. This may cause you to loose patient data such
as trend data, alarm logs, and waveform data in the corresponding review
windows of the overlapped time period.

3.2.1

Set Pause Audio Time
You can define the pause audio period for the élance Central Station. This is the amount
of silence-keeping time when the selected monitor enters alarm status in ”Pause Audio”
mode. Pause Audio mode does not change the alarm functions or the visual alarm
indicators.
STEPS:
1. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows. (See below)
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3. Click the Pause Audio time
4. Click the OK button.

buttons to increase or decrease the value.

Notes:
The value is set in minute.
 Factory default setting for Pause Audio is 1 minute.
 Maximum Pause Audio time is 4 minutes.
 The Pause Audio time setting on the Central Station will be applied to all
monitors connected to the Central Station.


3.2.2

Set Alarm Suspend Time
You can define the alarm-suspend period for the élance Central Station. This is the
amount of suspend time when the selected monitor enters alarm status under “Alarm
Suspend” mode. Alarm-suspend mode temporarily turns off all alarm functions,
including the alarm tones and visual alarm indicators.
STEPS:
1. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows. (See below)
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3. Click the Alarm Suspend time
value.
4. Click the OK button.

buttons to increase or decrease the

Notes:
The value is set in minute.
 Factory default setting for Alarm Suspend is 1 minute.
 Maximum Alarm-suspend time is 4 minutes.
 The Alarm-suspend time setting on the Central Station changes all monitors
connected to the Central Station.
 During the Alarm Suspend mode, trend data is continuously collected.
 All the alarms are suspended during Alarm Suspend mode except NIBP
blocked hose Alarm. If NIBP blocked hose alarm is on, it shows on the
screen even when the Suspend Mode is on. The alarm message zone shows
“NIBP blocked hose – check patient” and then “All Alarms suspended”.
 NIBP blocked hose Alarm shows even when NIBP alarm is off. You can
touch the Audio Icon to acknowledge the alarm. Upon touching the Audio Icon,
both visual and audio alarm will disappear.


3.2.3 Alarm Tones
There are two kinds of alarm tones for selection in the élance Central Station. “ISO
Standard Tone” is the default setting which is the one followed the IEC 60601-1-8
standard. It is recommended in the élance Central Station. “Classic Tone” is the one
used in previous élance Central Station which facilitates users who prefer to use old
tone. You can select either of them based on your working environmental.
STEPS:
1. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows.
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3. Click the Alarm Tones
dropdowin list.
4. Click the OK button.

key and select one tone as required from the

3.2.4 Alarm Validation
Alarm Validation function is to reduce nuisance alarms in which parameter values may
go out of limits for a very short time. When this function is enabled, certain parameter
limit violations are not considered to be in alarm until they have existed for a certain time
period, as listed below:

Parameter

Violation time for low
limit alarm

Violation time for high limit
alarm

HR

3 seconds

3 seconds

RR

0 seconds

10 seconds

SPO2

10 seconds

10 seconds

PR

0 seconds

10 seconds

NIBP s/m/d

0 seconds

0 seconds

IBP s/m/d

0 seconds

0 seconds
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Parameter

Violation time for low
limit alarm

Violation time for high limit
alarm

TEMP 1/2/D

10 seconds

10 seconds

EtCO2

0 seconds

0 seconds

RR (EtCO2
enable)

0 seconds

0 seconds

FiCO2

0 seconds

0 seconds

STEPS:
1. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows.
3. Click the Alarm Validation checkbox to enable the function, as shown below.

4. Click OK to confirm or Cancel to quit.
5. Repeat the steps to disable the function if required.
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3.2.5 SpO2 Alarm Off
When the SpO2 alarm is turned off manually on the side of connected Monitor, a
symbol signed SpO2 alarm off shows on the élance Central Station for your notice that
the SpO2 alarm is disabled.
STEPS:
1. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows.
3. Click the SpO2 alarm off icon checkbox to enable the function, as shown below.

4. Turn off the SpO2 Alarm on the connected Monitor.
The SpO2 Alarm off symbol shows in both primary view and respective monitor
console area shown as below:
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It will disappear when SpO2 Alarm is re-enabled on the connected Monitor.

3.2.6 Setup Alarm Volume and Period for Night Time
STEPS:
1. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows.
3. Click the Begin Nighttime Volume at
buttons to select the beginning time
of night-alarm tone.
Manual input is also allowed for the time setting. The default beginning time is
21:00:00 (hh:mm:ss). The variable time ranges from 00:00 to 23:59.
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buttons to select the ending time of
4. Click the End Night Volume at
night-alarm tone.
The default ending time is 7:00:00 (hh:mm:ss). The variable time ranges from
00:00 to 23:59.
5. Click across the Daytime Alarm Tone Volume cursor area to select the tone
volume.
The volume number will show beside the Daytime Alarm Tone Volume label. The
variable value ranges from 10 to 100. The default value is 50.
6. Click across the Nighttime Alarm Tone Volume cursor area to select the tone
volume.
The variable value ranges from 10 to 100. The default value is 50.
7. Test the alarm volume by clicking on the Test Daytime Alarm Tone Volume button
or Test Nighttime Alarm Tone Volume button.
8. Click OK to confirm or Cancel to quit.
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3.2.7 Save Patient Setup
A patient setup can be saved as the default setup in the Central Station.
STEPS:
1. Click the required patient console. The patient’s details shows in the Primary
View area.
2. Click the System option. A Setup System window shows. (See below)

3. Click the Save Setup button. A dialog box shows. (See below)

4. Click Yes button to confirm or No to cancel.
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3.2.8

Restore Setup
The saved default setup can be restored as the setup of selected patient connected to
the Central Station.
STEPS:
1. Click the required patient console. The patient’s details shows in the Primary
View area.
2. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
3. Click the Restore Setup option. A dialog box shows. (See below)

This can also be done by Clicking on the Restore Setup button in the Setup
System window.
4. Click Yes button to confirm or No to cancel.

3.2.9 Exit élance Central Station
You can exit élance Central Station via Setup System window.
STEPS:
1. Click any patient console.
2. Click the Setup menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
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3. Click the Exit elance Central button. A dialog box shows. (See below)

4. Click the Yes button to confirm and élance Central Station will be closed at once.
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3.3

Setup Waveforms
The élance Central Station offers setup to up to 5 channels of waveforms as shown
below.

Note:
The élance Central can currently support display of up to 5 waveforms at the Central
Primary and Secondary Views. When an élance 7 series monitor with 6 waveforms
configured is connected to the Central network, the Central Primary and/or Secondary
View will display the first 5 waveforms of the élance monitor. To view the 6th waveform
of the monitor on the Central display, this can be done by setting the desired waveform
channels to be displayed.

3.3.1

Changing Waveform Settings
The table below shows the possible settings, the default value and its available values.
Setting Name

Default Value

Possible Values

Channel 1 Waveform

ECGII

ECGI, ECGII, ECGIII, ECGV, AVL, AVR,
AVF

Channel 2 Waveform

RESP

Channel 3 Waveform

SpO2

Channel 4 Waveform

P1

Channel 5 Waveform

élance Central Operations Manual
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ECGI, ECGII, ECGIII, ECGV, AVL, AVR,
AVF, RESP, EtCO2
ECGI, ECGII, ECGIII, ECGV, AVL, AVR,
AVF, P1, SPO2, P2
ECGI, ECGII, ECGIII, ECGV, AVL, AVR,
AVF, P1, P2
ECGI, ECGII, ECGIII, ECGV, AVL, AVR,
AVF, P1, P2
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Setting Name

Default Value

Possible Values

ECG I Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

ECG II Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

ECG III Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

ECG V Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

AVL Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

AVR Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

AVF Waveform Size

10 mm/mV

2.5, 5, 10, 20 mm/mV

RESP Waveform Size

Auto

Auto

NIBP Waveform Size

Auto

Auto

P1 Waveform Size

0 to 200

-50 to 20, -10 to 20, -10 to 60, 0 to 15, 0 to
150, 0 to 200, 0 to 250, 0 to 300

SpO2 Waveform Size

Auto

Auto

EtCO2 Waveform Size

40

40, 60, 80

P2 Waveform Size

0 to 200

-50 to 20, -10 to 20, -10 to 60, 0 to 15, 0 to
150, 0 to 200, 0 to 250, 0 to 300

Sweep Speed

25 mm/sec

6.25 mm/sec, 12.5 mm/sec, 25 mm/sec

Note :
For RESP and EtCO2 parameters, sweep speed is fixed at 6.25 mm/sec.
The waveform settings of a selected patient can be changed via the Waveforms option
in the Setup Menu dropdown list or from the Waveform Area in the Primary View display
area shown below.

Menu Bar

Patient Monitor Display Area

This will display the Setup Waveforms window.
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STEPS:
1. Click the required patient console to edit. The patient’s details shows on the
Primary View Area.
2. Click the Waveform Area from the Primary View Area. A Setup Waveforms
window shows. (See below).

3. Click the required Channel

dropdown list box. A dropdown list shows..

Note:
The waveform options available from the dropdown list differs for different channels.
Channel 1 Waveform will always be ECG.
4. Click the required selection in the dropdown list to define the waveform channel.
5. Click the Size
buttons of the respective channel waveform to change the
waveform size values.
Note:
The size options will differ for different waveforms.
6. Repeat step 3 to 5 to set the other Waveform channels and size as required.
Note: The waveform labels show at the top left of the respective waveforms.
7. Click the required Sweep Speed
8. Click the OK button.
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3.3.2 ECG Waveform Settings for 3 ECG Cables
Note: If ECG Cables number is set to be 3 in connected bedside monitor, then only 3
ECG waveform items (I, II, III) could be selected in the channels, and all the ECG
waveform displayed in Channel 2 to Channel 5 will be the same as Channel 1.


When the ECG waveform displayed in Channel 1 is changed, then a message box
shows (See below):

Click OK and other ECG waveforms in other channels will automatically change to
be the same as Channel 1.


3.4

When Channel 1 is remain unchanged, other ECG waveform displayed in any
channel other than Channel 1 could not been changed at all. If any one of them is
changed, the same message box showing above will also appear. Click OK and it
will be the just the same as Channel 1.

Setup Parameters
For each patient, you can set the parameters from the élance Central Station to:






Set Pulse Tone Source
Start and Stop NIBP Measurement
Set NIBP Format
Activate or deactivate parameter alarms
Set low and high alarm limits of parameters
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Click the scroll bar at the right side and drag it to the bottom to see all the parameter
settings.
Be sure you have selected the correct patient before making changes to the
parameters.

3.4.1

Parameter Values
The table below shows the default parameter value and its possible values.
Parameter Ranges and Factory Default Settings
Setting Name

Default Value

Possible Values

HR low alarm limit

50 bpm

15-295 bpm

HR high alarm limit

180 bpm

20-300 bpm

HR alarms

On

On

Pulse Tone Source

OFF

ECG, SpO2, OFF

RR low alarm limit

6 bpm

5-119 bpm

RR high alarm limit

50 bpm

6-120 bpm

RR alarms

Off

On, Off

SpO2 low alarm limit

92%

50-99%

SpO2 high alarm limit

100%

51-100%

SpO2 alarms

On

On, Off

PR low alarm limit

50

30-235 BPM

PR high alarm limit

180

35-240 BPM

PR alarms

Off

On, Off

NIBPs low alarm limit

100 mmHg

30-245 mmHg

NIBPs high alarm limit

150 mmHg

35-250 mmHg

NIBPs alarms

Off

On, Off

NIBPm low alarm limit

90 mmHg

20-225 mmHg

NIBPm high alarm limit

110 mmHg

25-230 mmHg

NIBPm alarms

Off

On, Off

NIBPd low alarm limit

60 mmHg

10-205 mmHg

NIBPd high alarm limit

100 mmHg

15-210 mmHg

NIBPd alarms

Off

On, Off

NIBP initial inflation pressure

160 mmHg

100 - 270 mmHg in steps of 10 mmHg

NIBP Auto Mode

OFF

OFF, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 90,120, 240
minutes

NIBP Display Format

Sys/Dia

Sys/Dia, Mean

P1s/P1 ARTs/P1 PRSs/P1
PAs low alarm limit

100 mmHg

-50 to 245 mmHg
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Setting Name

Default Value

Possible Values

P1s/P1 ARTs/P1 PRSs/P1
PAs high alarm limit

180 mmHg

-45 to 250 mmHg

Off

On, Off

P1m/P1 ARTm/P1 PRSm/P1
PAm low alarm limit

70 mmHg

-50 to 225 mmHg

P1m/P1 ARTm/P1 PRSm/P1
PAm high alarm limit

130 mmHg

-45 to 230 mmHg

Off

On, Off

P1d/ P1 ARTd/P1 PRSd/P1
PAd low alarm limit

60 mmHg

-50 to 205 mmHg

P1d/P1 ARTd/P1 PRSd/P1
PAd high alarm limit

120 mmHg

-45 to 210 mmHg

P1d/P1 ARTd/P1
PRSd/P1PAd alarms

Off

On, Off

P1 CVPm/P1 LAPm/P1
RAPm low alarm limit

0 mmHg

-50 to 225 mmHg

P1 CVPm/P1 LAPm/P1
RAPm high alarm limit

20 mmHg

-45 to 230mmHg

P1 CVPm/P1 LAPm/P1
RAPm alarms

Off

On, Off

P2s/P2 ARTs/P2 PRSs/P2
PAs low alarm limit

100 mmHg

-50 to 245 mmHg

P2s/P2 ARTs/P2 PRSs/P2
PAs high alarm limit

180 mmHg

-45 to 250 mmHg

Off

On, Off

P2m/P2 ARTm/P2 PRSm/P2
PAm low alarm limit

70 mmHg

-50 to 225 mmHg

P2m/P2 ARTm/P2 PRSm/P2
PAm high alarm limit

130 mmHg

-45 to 230 mmHg

Off

On, Off

P2d/P2 ARTd/P2 PRSd/P2
PAd low alarm limit

60 mmHg

-50 to 205 mmHg

P2d/P2 ARTd/P2 PRSd/P2
PAd high alarm limit

120 mmHg

-45 to 210 mmHg

P2d/P2 ARTd/P2 PRSd/P2
PAd alarms

Off

On, Off

P2 CVPm/P2 LAPm/P2
RAPm low alarm limit

0 mmHg

-50 to 225 mmHg

P2 CVPm/P2 LAPm/P2
RAPm high alarm limit

20 mmHg

-45 to 230mmHg

P2 CVPm/P2 LAPm/P2

Off

On, Off

P1s/P1 ARTs/P1 PRSs/P1
PAs alarms

P1m/P1 ARTm/P1 PRSm/P1
PAm alarms

P2s/P2 ARTs/P2 PRSs/P2
PAs alarms

P2m/P2 ARTm/P2 PRSm/P2
PAm alarms
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Setting Name

Default Value

Possible Values

TEMP low alarm limit(Note:
depends on user setting for
TEMP units)

36.0 C
96.8 F

32.0-41.9 degrees C
89.6-107.5 degrees F

TEMP high alarm limit (Note:
depends on user setting for
TEMP units)

39.0 C
102.2 F

32.1-42.0 degrees C
89.7-107.6 degrees F

TEMP alarms

Off

On, Off

EtCO2 low alarm limit

20 mmHg
2.7 Kpa

5 to 60 mmHg
0.6 to 7.9 Kpa

EtCO2 high alarm limit

60 mmHg
8.0 Kpa

7 to 80mmHg
0.8 to 10.6 Kpa

EtCO2 alarm

Off

On, Off

FiCO2 high alarm limit

8 mmHg
1.1 Kpa

0 to 24 mmHg
0.0 to 3.4 Kpa

FiCO2 alarm

Off

On, Off

RR(from EtCO2) low alarm
limit

5 bpm

5 to 149 bpm

RR(from EtCO2) high alarm
limit

30 bpm

6 to 150 bpm

RR(from EtCO2) alarm

Off

On, Off

RAPm alarms

3.4.2

Changing Parameter Settings
The parameter settings of a patient can be changed via the Parameters option in the
Setup menu or from the parameter area in the Primary View display area.

Menu Bar

Patient Monitor Display Area

This will display the Setup Parameters Window.
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STEPS:
1. Click the required patient console to edit. The patient’s details shows on the
Primary View.
2. Click the Parameter Area from the Primary View. A Setup Parameters window
shows. (See below).

3. Click the Pulse Tone Source
dropdown list shows.
4. Select the required option from the list.

dropdown list box if required. A

Note:
Skip this step if step 3 is not required.
5. Click the NIBP initial inflation pressure
buttons to change the value.
buttons to change the value.
6. Click the NIBP auto mode
Note: The value is set in minute. It is the interval time at which NIBP starts
automatically under NIBP auto mode.
7. Click the NIBP Format
shows.

dropdown list box if required. A dropdown list

8. Select the required option from the list.
Note:
Skip this step if step 7 is not required.
9. Click the NIBP Start button to start an NIBP measurement for a patient remotely.
(Optional)
10. Click the NIBP Stop button to stop an NIBP measurement for a patient remotely.
(Optional)
11. Click the OK button.
Warning:
•

The élance Vital Signs Monitor is intended for use in patient populations for
adult and pediatric(1 year old and above) patients, refer to the élance Vital
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Signs Monitor datasheet (P/N 061-2181-00) for the NIBP initial inflation
pressure range. Unnecessary higher initial pressure may cause injury to the
patient being monitored.
Note:
Refer to Chapter 6.2 Setting/Changing the alarm parameters on parameter limit setup.

3.5

Service Setup
You can set up service language, parameter units, input port and activate optional
configuration by clicking on the Service option in the Setup menu.
This section is password protected. Refer to the élance Central Station service manual
070-1951-00 for details.
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4 Patient Management
This chapter discusses how the patient information can be managed from the élance
Central Station. Patient management does the following functions:





4.1

Admit a patient
Edit patient’s details
Transfer a patient
Discharge a patient

Admit a Patient
The patient’s information in the élance Central Station provides basic information about
the patient.
STEPS:
1. Click a vacant bed from the Patient Console Area as indicated below.

The vacant bed details shows on Primary View, see below:

2. Click the Patient menu. A dropdown menu shows.
élance Central Operations Manual
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3. Click the Admit / Edit option as shown below.

A Patient Admit / Edit window shows. (See below).

4. Click the Display Name text box and enter in the patient’s name.
5. Click the Last Name/First Name/Middle Name text box and enter in the patient’s
name.
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6. Click the Patient Initials text box and input the patient’s initials.
to select correct one.

7. Click the Blood Group dropdown list

8. Enter correct weight and height in Weight and Height text box, and select
appropriate unit from Weight and Height dropdown list.
9. Click the Date of Admit dropdown list
can input the date through keyboard.

to select a date, or you
to select Male or Female as required.

10. Click the Sex dropdown list
11. Click the Date of Birth dropdown list

to select correct date.

12. Click the Clinician text box and enter the clinician’s name.
13. Touch the OK key to confirm or Cancel key to quit.
Note:
1. Display Name and Patient Initials text boxes which marked with * require entering
correct ones and could not be blank. It will show”---” before you start entering.
2. The ID is generated automatically and could not be revised by users.
3. The Age will be calculated automatically after you select Date of Birth.

4.2

Edit Patient’s Details
You can edit a patient’s details by selecting the patient’s details via the Admit/Edit
option in the Patient Menu or from the Patient Name Area in the Primary View shown
below.

Menu Bar
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This will display the patient’s details for edit.
Steps:
1. Click the required patient console to edit. The patient’s details shows on the
Primary View area.
2. Click the Patient Name Area from the Primary View. A Patient Admin / Edit
window shows. (See below).

Note:
You can also activate this window via the Admit/Edit option in the Patient Menu.
3. Click the required text box or dropdown list to edit patient’s detail information.
4. Click the OK button to confirm or Cancel button to quit.
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4.3

Transfer a Patient
A patient can be transferred from one bed to another bed without patient information
lost.
STEPS:
1. Disconnect the Bedside Monitor to be transferred from the Central Station.
Note: An alarm will sound if the monitor is not in”Standby” mode.
2. Connect the Bedside Monitor to the target Room of Central Station. A pop-up
window shows. (See below).

The transferred patient name will be shown at the Display Name textbox.
3. Select the target bed from the Connect to location dropdown list.
4. Click OK to confirm.
The monitor with the same patient name shows at the selected bed in the Central
Station. The original bed will be discharged from Central Station automatically.

4.4

Discharge the Patient
When a patient is discharged from Central Station, the patient’s details will also be
discharged from the élance monitor.
STEPS:
1. Click the required bed to discharge. The patient’s details shows on the Primary
View area.
2. Click the Patient Menu from the Menu Bar.
3. Click the Discharge option as shown below.
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A discharge confirmation dialog box shows. (See below).

4. Click the Yes button to confirm or No button to cancel.
After the patient is discharged, the patient's details are removed from the Primary View
and console area shown below.

Patient Monitor Area

Patient Console Area

Note: After a patient is discharged, no information shows except the alarm of Monitor
connection lost if there’s such one exists.
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5 Standby Mode and Transport Mode
The élance Central Station allows you to set a selected monitor in Standby or Transport
mode.
Mode
Standby
Transport

Description
To suspend monitoring for a patient temporarily (for example
while bathing the patient, or while the patient is temporarily
disconnected from the monitor)
To disconnect a patient’s monitor from the network without
discharging the patient, in order to avoid “connection lost”
alarms.

STEPS:
1. Click the required patient bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.
2. Click the Patient Menu from the Menu Bar.
3. Click the Standby or Transport option as shown below.

The Primary View will display the selected Mode on screen as shown below.
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Note:
 Repeat the steps to return to normal mode.
 During the Standby Mode, no information shows except the alarms of Battery
low, Monitor needs service and Monitor connection lost if there is such one
exists.
 During the Standby Mode, no waveforms and trend data will be stored.
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6 Alarms and Limits
This chapter discusses the alarm functionality of the élance Central Station including
detailed information on setting up alarm notifications, and how the alarm function works
with the élance Central Station.
When the élance Central Station detects certain conditions (limit violation of specified
parameters) of a patient that require attention, the monitor enters an alarm state.
The alarm condition is indicated by both a visual and an audible alarm.

Alarm conditions are assigned HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW priority.
HIGH priority alarms indicate a life-threatening condition that requires an urgent
response to the patient: the parameter numeric zone and the base of the display flash
red. High pitch chime tones are generated in groups of five at eight second intervals.
MEDIUM priority alarms indicate the patient parameters have gone outside the alarm
threshold limits. An immediate check of the patient should be made: the parameter
numeric zone and the base of the display flash yellow. Medium pitch chime tones are
generated in groups of three at twelve second intervals.
LOW priority or technical alarm indicates a setup problem or faulty sensor. The patient
is not being fully monitored: the parameter numeric zone and the base of the display
are yellow. A single low pitch chime tone is generated once every twenty seconds.
Warning:


Do not unplug the external speakers from the computer; this will result in a
failure of all audible alarms at this work station.
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Do not turn the external speaker volume down or OFF; this will result in a
failure of all audible alarms at this workstation.



Cautions:

There is a delay of up to 4 seconds from alarm activation on the bedside
monitor until alarm activation on the central station.

Before use, must ensure the speaker of central station works, the audio alarm
can be heard.

Check the alarm limits to ensure that they are appropriate for the patient
being monitored.

The Central station software provides a convenient tool for remote
monitoring, but it does not replace the bedside monitoring and alarm
functions and cannot be relied upon as the only alarm notification device.
élance Central Station (connected with 32 patients) display as shown in the following
picture when alarms are triggered:

For each patient, the parameter alarms can be set from the élance Central Station to:




Activate/Deactivate Alarm
Set Alarm Low Limits
Set Alarm High Limits
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Click the scroll bar at the right side and drag it to the bottom to see all the alarm limits
settings.
Cautions:
•

Be sure you have selected the correct patient before making changes to the alarm
parameters.

•

P1 and P2 are active only when channels 4 and 5 are activated.

Note: Clicking on the Auto Set All Limits or each Auto Button beside each parameter
will change the Low limit and High Limit value displayed in above Set Parameters
Window(only when each alarm is turned on) automatically according to the current
monitored parameter value. Please refer Appendix 1 for detailed information.

6.1

Alarm Conditions
The tables in this section contain lists of all the conditions the élance Central Station
can detect for each parameter, along with alarm characteristics of the conditions.
Monitor Connection Conditions:
Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

Monitor connection lost

N/A

Monitor connection lost

Low

Battery Conditions:
Condition
*Battery capacity is equal or less
than 5%
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Priority
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Condition

Display Value

Battery capacity is nearly zero

N/A

Alarm Message

Priority

Battery nearly depleted

None

ECG Conditions:
Condition

Display
Value

Alarm Message

Priority

HR within limits

<Number>

None

None

HR < Low Limit

<Number>

HR lower than Low Limit

Medium

HR > High Limit

<Number>

HR higher than High Limit

Medium

HR asystole

ASY

ECG asystole

High

HR ventricular Fibrillation

VF

ECG ventricular fibrillation

High

ARR Ventricular
Tachycardia

<Number>

ARR ventricular tachycardia

High

ARR PVC/MINUTE

<Number>

ARR PVC/MINUTE

Medium

Pause

<Number>

ARR Pause

Medium

Couplet

<Number>

ARR ventricular couplet

Medium

PACEMAKER PACER
NON-CAPTURE

<Number>

ECG Lead-off
(after start-up / standby)

<Blank>

ECG Lead-off
(after leads applied)

<Blank>

ECG Lead off

Low

HR artifact

---

ECG artifact

Low

ST within limits

<Number>

None

None

ST Lead # < Low Limit

<Number>

ST SEGMENT ALARM LEAD #

Medium

ST Lead # > High Limit

<Number>

ST SEGMENT ALARM LEAD #

Medium

HR > 300 bpm

+++

HR out of range(too high)

Medium

Pacer Non-capture
None

Medium
None

RR/RRC Conditions:
Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

RR/RRC within limits

<Number>

None

None
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Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

RR/RRC < Low Limit

<Number>

RR lower than Low Limit

Medium

RR/RRC > High Limit

<Number>

RR higher than High Limit

Medium

RR/RRC > 120
breaths/min

+++

RR out of range (too high)

Medium

RR Lead-off
(after start-up /
standby)

<Blank>

None

None

RR Lead-off
(after leads applied)

<Blank>

RR Lead off

Low

Resp artifact

---

RR artifact

Low

RR: Respiration rate detected from ECG connection.
RRC: Respiration rate detected from EtCO2 connection when EtCO2 is enabled.
SpO2 Conditions:
Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

SpO2, within limits

<Number>

None

None

SpO2 < Low Limit

<Number>

SpO2 lower than Low Limit

Medium

SpO2 > High Limit

<Number>

SpO2 higher than High
Limit

Medium

Sensor fault or
mismatch

---

SpO2 replace sensor

Interference detected
for 15 seconds

---

SpO2 artifact

Cannot regulate LED
intensity
(after finger in probe)

---

Weak signal for 5
seconds

---

SpO2 weak signal

Probe unplugged
(after startup/standby)

<Blank>

None

Sensor unplugged

<Blank>

SpO2 unplugged

Low

Motion artifact

---

SpO2 artifact

Low

PR within limits

<Number>

None

None

PR < Low Limit

<Number>

PR lower than Low Limit

Medium
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Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

PR > High Limit

<Number>

PR higher than High Limit

Medium

Perfusion too low and

SpO2 value cannot be
obtained
Poor signal quality and

---

SpO2 value cannot be
obtained

---

No pulse

---

Sensor circuit was
shorted and the current

SpO2 low perfusion
(Masimo SpO2 only)

SpO2 low signal IQ
(Masimo SpO2 only)

SpO2 Pulse Lost

Medium

Medium
Medium

(Nellcor SpO2 only)
Low

is higher than 40mA,
or SpO2 LED state is
always on.

---

Replace faulty SpO2
Sensor

Turn off SpO2 alarm

<Number>

SpO2 Alarm Off

None

NIBP Conditions:
Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

NIBPs within limits

<Number>

None

None

NIBPs < Low Limit

<Number>

NIBPs lower than Low Limit

Medium

NIBPs > High Limit

<Number>

NIBPs higher than High
Limit

Medium

NIBPm within limits

<Number>

None

None

NIBPm < Low Limit

<Number>

NIBPm lower than Low
Limit

Medium

NIBPm > High Limit

<Number>

NIBPm higher than High
Limit

Medium

NIBPd within limits

<Number>

None

None

NIBPd < Low Limit

<Number>

NIBPd lower than Low
Limit

Medium

NIBPd > High Limit

<Number>

NIBPd higher than High
Limit

Medium

NIBP Pulsations Too
Small

---/---

NIBP weak signal

Medium

NIBP Too Much Motion

---/---

NIBP artifact

Low
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Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

NIBP Leaky Cuff or
Hose

---/---

NIBP cuff leak

NIBP Pinched Hose

---/---

NIBP blocked hose -check patient

NIBP Measurement
Time-out
(2 minutes)

---/---

NIBP measurement time
exceeded

NIBP Pump or Valve
Failure or NIBP Safety
Timer Expired or Other
H/W-related problem

---/---

NIBP needs service

Low

NIBP Bad Profile Shape

---/---

NIBP cannot measure

Low

*NIBP cuff pressure too
high

---/---

NIBP cuff pressure too high

Low

Low
Medium
Low

TEMP Conditions:
Condition

Display Value

Alarm Message

Priority

T1/T2/TD within limits

<Number>

None

None

T1/T2/TD < Low Limit

<Number>

T1/T2/TD lower than Low
Limit

Medium

T1/T2/TD > High Limit

<Number>

T1/T2/TD higher than High
Limit

Medium

T1/T2/TD > 50 degrees C

+++

T1/T2/TD out of range(too
high)

T1/T2/TD < 4.9 degrees
C or indicate temp cable
unplugged

<Blank>

T1/T2/TD unplugged

Indicate the temp
calibration failed

---

T1/T2/TD needs service
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IBP Conditions:
Condition

Display
Value

Alarm Message

Priority

P1s/P2s within limits

<Number>

None

None

P1s/P2s < Low Limit

<Number>

P1/P2 lower than Low Limit

Medium

P1s/P2s > High Limit

<Number>

P1/P2 higher than High Limit

Medium

P1m/P2m within limits

<Number>

None

None

P1m/P2m < Low Limit

<Number>

P1/P2 lower than Low Limit

Medium

P1m/P2m > High Limit

<Number>

P1/P2 higher than High Limit

Medium

P1d/P2d within limits

<Number>

None

None

P1d/P2d < Low Limit

<Number>

P1/P2 lower than Low Limit

Medium

P1d/P2d > High Limit

<Number>

P1/P2 higher than High Limit

Medium

Reported when no pulses
found with artery pressure
label (P1/2 ART only)

<Blank>

P1/P2 ART weak signal

High

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
needs service

<Blank>

P1/P2 needs service

Low

If P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
sed-calibration constant is
invalid value for 60 seconds
after system start up

<Blank>

P1/P2 needs calibration

Low

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
calibrate successfully

<Blank>

P1/P2 calibration OK

None

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d is
calibrating

<Blank>

P1/P2 calibrating

None

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
unplugged or data starvation or
clipping occurs when
calbrating or calibrated result
out of range

---/--- or
<Number>
or <Blank>

P1/P2 unable to calibrate

None

The fluctuation of
P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
value out of rang(±1mmHg)
when calibrating

---/--- or
<Number>
or <Blank>

P1/P2 unable to calibrate - unstable

None

If P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
not zeroing after system start
up

<Blank>

P1/P2 needs zeroing

Low
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Condition

Display
Value

Alarm Message

Priority

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d is
zeroing

<Blank>

P1/P2 zeroing

None

The fluctuation of
P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
value out of range(5mmHg) in
the latest 5 seconds when
zeroing

---/--- or
<Number>
or <Blank>

P1/P2 unable to zero (unstable)

None

The environment pressure out
of range(330±300mmHg)

---/--- or
<Number>
or <Blank>

P1/P2 unable to zero (out of range)

None

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
zero successful

<Blank>

P1/P2 zeroing OK

None

Reported when large but
invalid pulses are detected and
last up to 10 seconds

<Blank>

P1/P2 artifact

Low

* P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
cable disconnected up to 500
ms(during monitoring)

<Blank>

P1/P2 unplugged

Medium

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d <
-50 mmHg

---/---

P1/P2 out of range(too low)

Medium

+++/+++

P1/P2 out of range(too high)

Medium

---/--- or 0/0
or -1/-1 or
1/1

P1/P2 no signal detected

Medium

P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d >
300 mmHg or
P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
PR > 250 bpm
P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
faulty sensor detected or
pressure value is a constant
value keep for 3s. (Except for
P1s/P1m/P1d/P2s/P2m/P2d
ART)
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EtCO2 Conditions:

6.2

Condition

Display
Value

Alarm Message

Priority

EtCO2

within limits

<Number>

None

None

EtCO2 < Low Limit

<Number>

EtCO2 lower than Low Limit

Medium

EtCO2 > High Limit

<Number>

EtCO2 higher than High Limit

Medium

When accumulative
EtCO2 operating time
exceeds 20,000 hours

<Blank>

EtCO2 needs service

Low

No Sampling line
connected
(at startup / standby)

<Blank>

None

Sampling line
disconnected
(during monitoring)

<Blank>

CO2 unplugged

Sampling tube is blocked

---

Occluded line

Low

Detects an occlusion in
the filter line or in the
airway adapter

---

EtCO2 purging line

None

OEM EtCO2 parameter
is 100

+++

EtCO2 out of range (too high)

Medium

FiCO2 > High Limit

<Number>

FiCO2 higher than High Limit

Medium

None

Low

Setting / Changing the Alarm Parameters
The parameters settings of a patient can be changed via the Parameters option in the
Setup Menu or from the Parameter Area in the Primary View area shown below.

Menu Bar
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This will display the Setup Parameters window.
STEPS:
1. Click the required patient bed to edit. The patient’s details shows on the Primary
View.
2. Click the Parameter Area from the Primary View. A Setup Parameters window
shows. (See below).

3. Click the Alarm On

4.
5.
6.
7.

check box to activate or deactivate the alarm. The alarm off

symbol
shows by the side of the selected parameter in its displaying area if
you choose to turn off its alarm.
Click the Low Limit
buttons to change the value.
buttons to change the value.
Click the High Limit
Repeat step 3 to 5 for the other parameters as required.
Click the OK button.

Note:
The alarm settings prior to a power loss get restored automatically when the power
interruption is less than or equal to 30 seconds.
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6.3

Silence Alarm
You can silence a monitor alarm from the élance Central Station by doing the following:
STEPS:
1.
2.

Click the flashing bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.
Click the Pause Audio button on the Tool Bar.

The pause audio symbol will show in both primary view and respective monitor console
area as shown below.

Caution:
Clicking on Pause Audio button is an operator acknowledgement of an alarm.
Note:
•

Once the silence interval is reached, the alarm mode will be reactivated. You need
to attend to patient or deactivate the alarm, or reset the parameter settings to
prevent the alarm mode from reactivation.

•

The Central Station software does not allow the volume to be set to mute. Any
attempt to mute the Central Station will set the system volume to 50%.

If a patient’s alarm is set to Pause Audio, the visual alarm indication will continue. If the
patient’s vital signs are not on the Primary View area, the patient’s console will display
the color of alarm priority as shown below.
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When the élance Central Station is in the alarm state, you can either temporarily silence
the alarm and attend the patient or adjust the alarm limits for the patient in the event that
this is due to incorrect setting of alarm limits.

6.4

Acknowledge Connection Lost Alarm
The Acknowledge Connection Lost Alarm function in Patient menu always shows
gray when connection with Monitor is well. It will become available if the Monitor is
disconnected. You can acknowledge this Alarm by doing the following steps.
STEPS:
1. Click the disconnected patient console. The Alarm message flashes yellow in the
message area. See below:

2. Click the Patient menu. A dropdown menu shows.
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3. Click the Acknowledge Connection Lost Alarm option. The acknowledged
symbol

will appear at left side of the option as below:

The Message Area will no longer flash yellow by the action of acknowledgement. See
below:
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6.5

Suspend Alarm
You can suspend a monitor alarm from the élance Central Station by doing the
following:
STEPS:
1. Click the required patient console to edit. The patient’s details shows on the
Primary View.
2. Click the Patient menu. A dropdown menu shows.
3. Click the Alarm Suspend option.
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The alarm-suspend symbol
console area as shown below.

will show in both primary view and respective monitor

Caution:
Alarm-suspend mode temporarily turns off all alarm functions, including audible
and visual alarm indicators.
Note:
Repeat the steps to deactivate the alarm-suspend mode before the preset interval is
reached.
The alarm-suspend time is based on a defined time setting in the élance Central Station.
Thereafter the alarm-suspend alarm mode will be deactivated automatically after the
preset interval is reached.
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6.6

Alarm Latch
The alarm latch function indicates an alarm condition that was true for a while and is no
longer true. The alarm-latched events will be indicated by a check mark “√” symbol in
different color in the patient console area, yellow for Medium alarm and red for High
alarm. See below:
Medium latched alarm:

High latched alarm:

Alarm-latched events can be seen by doing the following:
STEPS:
1. Click the required patient console. The patient’s details shows on the Primary
View, as shown below.

2. Click the message area. An alarm log window shows. (See below).
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3. Click the Acknowledge button to confirm the awareness of the alarm-latched
information.
The Acknowledge button has the same effect as Audio Off button in the tool bar.

6.7

Alarm Log
élance Central Station provides alarm log function to record alarm events along with
alarm setting change history. Alarm log data is maintained in the Central Station even at
the event of system power down or after the system has experienced a total loss of
power for a finite duration.
Alarm events can be accessed via the Show Alarm Log option in the Patient Menu bar
or from the message area on the primary view display window as shown below.
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STEPS:
1. Click the required patient bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.
2. Click the Patient Menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown list shows.
3. Click the Show Alarm Log option. An Alarm Log window shows (See below)
showing the current and history alarm events as well as the alarm setting change
records.
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Notes:

Associated ECG waveform shows at the right of the window for HR alarm
events.

To set current alarms Audio Off: click the Acknowledge button.
Use the buttons below to set to view the HR Alarm events only or view all the alarm
events along with any setting changes that affect the system alarm behavior:

An HR alarm event with associated ECG waveform can be printed: Click on the Print
button which changes from grey
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Note: There may be repeated technical alarm records displayed in the alarm log. The
time repeated depends on the number of activated alarms set for the parameter, namely
IBP, NIBP and SpO2.
For example, if the systolic, diastolic and mean pressure all have alarm set to ON, when
the IBP cable is unplugged, all three alarms will be violated and there will be three “IBP
unplugged” messages recorded in the alarm log.
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6.8

Test Speaker
External speakers of central station should be tested regularly to ensure they work and
the audio alarm can be heard in proper volume.
STEPS:
1. Click the Patient Menu from the Menu Bar. A dropdown list shows.
2. Click the Test Speakers option from the dropdown list.
A bee bee sound should be heard in selected volume to indicate the speaker works.
The speaker-volume adjustment can also be tested by “Test Speakers” option.
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7 Trends Management
The élance Central Station stores one trend sample (interval) per minute for each
monitored physiological parameter. It can store trend samples for up to 14 days, for 32
patients.

7.1

View and Print Trends
You can track and print trends in the élance Central Station. The Trend window allows
you to view and print all of the patient's stored trend data in either a tabular (default) or
graphical form.

7.1.1 View and print tabular trends
STEPS:
1. Click the required bed to view trends. The patient’s details shows on the Primary
View.
2. Click the Trends button from the Tool Bar shown below.

A Trends window shows (See below) showing the trend data in tabular form.

3. Click the Interval
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Note:
The possible interval values are: 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Click the
buttons to scroll to previous or next record.
Click the
buttons to scroll backward or forward to the previous or next page.
Click the Print button to print the trends page.
Click the Close button to exit.

Notes:


The Print Summary button is only available for the tabular trends.



The printer which report will be sent to is dependent on the default printer where the
Central Station is connected.



The tabular trend data displayed on the Central Station is derived by averaging the
sampled data within the trend interval. There may be occasions where there is slight
trend difference from the trend data displayed on the bedside monitor.

7.1.2 View and Print Graphical Trends.
STEPS:
1. Click the required bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.
2. Click the Trends button from the Tool Bar. A Trends window shows.
3. Click the Show graphs
radio button to view trends in graphical mode.
Note:
The Scale range and Cursor Time settings shown below will become active.

buttons to change duration of trends to be displayed
4. Click the Time Range
in the graphical trend window if necessary.
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Note: the possible time ranges are :
5. Click the Scale Range
necessary
6. Click the Cursor Time

1, 2, 4, 8, 12, 16 and 24 hours.

buttons to adjust the parameter scale value if
buttons to move backward or forward the cursor time.

Note:
This can also be done by holding down the left mouse button and drag the cursor
across the graphical trend. A cursor will be displayed by left-clicking the mouse
anywhere in the graphical trend area. Cursor time and Parameter values will be
displayed to the right of the graph.
7. Click the
buttons to scroll the trend window to the previous or next time scale.
8. Click the
buttons to scroll the trend window to the previous or next page.
9. Click the Print button to print the trends on the page if necessary.
10. Click the Close button to exit.

7.2

Trend Notes
You can enter and print trend notes for each patient.

7.2.1

Enter Trend Notes

STEPS:
1. Click the required bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.
2. Click the Note button from the Tool Bar shown below.

A Note window with the patient name shows. (See below).

3. Enter the required information in the text box area.
4. Click the OK button when done.
5. Once entered, the trend notes can be viewed at the bottom right of the trend
window.
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Note:
Notes are only saved when you click the OK button.

7.2.2

Print Trend Notes

Trend notes can be viewed and printed from the tabular and graphical trend windows or
via the Print Event Notes option in the Patient Menu dropdown list.
STEPS:
1.

Click the required bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.

2.

Click the Trends button from the Tool Bar. A Trends window shows.

3.

Click the Trend notes

4.

Click the desired trend notes.

button. A dropdown list shows.

Selection of trend notes can be done by clicking on the date &time from the drop-down
list. The content of selected trend note will display in the textbox.
5.

Click the Print Trend Notes button to print the selected trend note.
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8 Full Disclosure
The élance Central provides up to 72 hours of full disclosure review of ECG waveform
stored in the élance Central Station. In addition to the full disclosure waveform review, a
zoom-in window showing a 10-second strip is also available for 2 channels of ECG
waveform.
STEPS:

1. Click the required bed from the Patient Console Area. The patient’s details show
on the Primary View.
2. Click the Waveforms icon from the Central Tool Bar.

Or you can click Review Waveforms in Patient menu to start the function.

A Review Waveforms shows on the screen as shown below.
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Note: Full Disclosure Waveforms are displayed and printed in Monitor Mode: 0.5-40Hz
to filter out noise for better viewing.
The window is divided into three blocks: The Navigation, Strip and Compressed
blocks.
The upper Navigation block shows the patient information and gives the waveform view
selection. To view the patient information click either the ECG-related alarm history
dropdown list or set the start date and time.
The middle Strip block shows two leads of expanded ECG waveforms, each of 10
seconds long. To view a different ECG lead waveforms click and select from the Lead
dropdown list.
To expand the ECG strip: click any part of the Compressed block.
To print the waveform strip: click the Print button.
The Compressed block shows full disclosure view of ECG waveform. The compressed
waveform can be shown in 1, 5 or 10 minute views. To show the compressed waveform:
click the magnifying glass buttons. The default shows a 5-minute full disclosure
waveform view.
You can use the scroll buttons to move forward and backward through the compressed
waveform.
 Click the
buttons moves the compressed view to the next page, which is,
1, 5 or 10 minutes backward and forward, depending on the compressed view
selected.
 Click the
buttons moves the compressed view to the previous or next row
of the waveform.
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Note:
Full Disclosure can be utilized in two modes: single ECG lead capture in which only
one lead of ECG is stored for full disclosure or multi ECG lead capture in which all ECG
leads are stored for full disclosure. To use multi ECG lead capture you should use a
5-Lead Cable and set ECG Cables to be 5 in bedside monitor.
1.
3-Lead Cable:
Only single ECG lead capture is appropriate with a 3-Lead Cable in order to ensure
good signal quality. The lead choices are I, II or III with one ECG lead displayed on the
élance bedside monitor.
2.
5-Lead Cable:
Either single ECG lead capture or multi ECG lead capture is available with a 5-lead
cable. Single ECG lead capture can be obtained by displaying a single lead I, II or III on
the élance bedside monitor as with a 3-Lead Cable. Multi ECG lead capture can be
enabled with any lead combination in which one or more leads are displayed on the
élance bedside monitor.
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9 Arrhythmia Review
Arrhythmia event review provides display of up to 1000 snapshots within 72 hours for
quick review. Arrhythmia event strips and the associated waveform can be displayed for
retrospective review. The Arrhythmia Review function also provides up to 14 days of
event statistics information.
Arrhythmia events available are as follow:

9.1

Arrhythmia

Description

Asystole

No QRS for 5 consecutive seconds in absence of Vent
fib or chaotic signal

Ventricular Fibrillation

A fibrillatory wave for 5 consecutive seconds

Ventricular Tachycardia

Five consecutive PVCs and rate of successive beats
over 90bpm

PVC / Minute

Number of PVCs detected within the last minute

Couplets

Two consecutive beat of abnormal morphology

Pause

No beat detected for more than set pause threshold

HR Violation

HR exceeding the high alarm limit or below the low
alarm limit

Pacer Non-capture

Pacer pulse fails to trigger QRS (paced patient only)

Arrhythmia Event Review
Arrhythmia event review shows up to 1000 snapshots within 72 hours.
Steps:
1. Click the desired bed from the Patient Console Area. The patient’s vital signs
information is shown in the Primary View.
2. Click the Arrhythmia Review button on the Tool Bar shown below.

You can also access to the Arrhythmia Review function: click the Arrhythmia
Review function in the Patient Menu.
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Arrhythmia Review:

Note: Arrhythmia Waveforms are displayed and printed in Monitor Mode: 0.5-40Hz
to filter out noise for better viewing.
3. Click at the Arrhythmia historical record dropdown list to select an Arrhythmia
event for review.
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Arrhythmia event snapshots are displayed on the left of the Arrhythmia Review
window. Depending on the type of arrhythmia events selected from the Arrhythmia
Historical Record list, the selected type of arrhythmia event snapshots shows. The
most recent arrhythmia event shows at the top.

Each of the arrhythmia event snapshot window is made up of four areas:
 Arrhythmia event date and time
 Arrhythmia event description
 Arrhythmia event strip
 Comment icon

Arrhythmia event date and time

Arrhythmia event strip
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Notes:



The Comment icon
at the top right corner of the snapshot represents the
presence of comments added by clinicians.
Each snapshot displays a 3-second waveform strip of the arrhythmia event.

4. Click at the
saved.

buttons to scroll to the previous or next page of snapshots

5. Click at the Second Arrhythmia History dropdown list. If “All” is selected from
Arrhythmia historical record dropdown list, then all arrhythmia events will be listed
as:

If a specific arrhythmia type is selected from Arrhythmia Historical Record
dropdown list, then the specified type of selected events will be listed as:

Note:
 The most recent data shows at the top of the list.
 The snapshot of the selected arrhythmia event will be shown with red outline.
 A Comment icon
appears to the left of the arrhythmia event if there is clinical
comment saved.
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Select an arrhythmia event from the list or click at any event snapshot, its
associated waveform shows to the right of the Arrhythmia Review Window.

The associated waveform view shows a 35-second-waveform of the selected
arrhythmia event. Each line displays 7 seconds of the associated waveform. The
previous 23-second-waveform being displayed shows the waveform before the time
of Arrhythmia event happened. The subsequent 12-second-waveform being
displayed shows the waveform after the event happened.

Warning:

Always remember not rely only on the snapshots for Arrhythmia events which
only contain 3-second-waveform. You should inspect the associated large
waveform view showing above which contain 35-second-waveform for detail
to prevent from any probable missing event.
Note:
 The associated waveform of an arrhythmia event shows after the arrhythmia
occurs one minute.


The symbol
displayed in above window marks the alarm time when the
Arrhythmia event happens.

6. To view other leads during an arrhythmia event, select a lead from the ECG Lead
dropdown list.
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7. To add clinical notes or comments to the arrhythmia event, click at the blank
Comment text box. .

Click Enter to save when done. Once entered, the comment shows in the grey text
box below the waveform window. The time and date of the clinical notes/comments
will also be displayed.

Note:






When select an arrhythmia event from snapshots or Second Arrhythmia History
dropdown list, if there is comment added previously, the comment will also be
displayed in the grey text box.
The saved comment cannot be edited or deleted.
Length of each comment can be entered with not more than 400 characters.
At most 4 comments can be added for each arrhythmia event. The following
message box shows if more than 4 comments are entered.

8. To print an arrhythmia event, click the Print button. The following Arrhythmia event
report is printed.
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Note:
The symbol
marks the alarm time when the Arrhythmia event happens. It is
the same as the alarm time shows at the top right corner.
Comment added to any event is printed on the second page of Arrhythmia
Report, see below:
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9.2

Arrhythmia Statistics
The date, time and frequency of arrhythmia events are stored and displayed for up to 14
days.
Steps:
1. Select the required bed from the Patient Console Area. The patient’s details shows
in the Primary View.
2. Click at the Arrhythmia Review function from the Tool Bar or click at the
Arrhythmia Review function in the Patient Menu. An Arrhythmia Review window
shows.
3. Click Statistics inform the tool bar of the Arrhythmia Review window. The
arrhythmia event statistics will be shown in the following tabular format:

4. Click at the Interval dropdown list to select an appropriate display interval.

5. Click at the
6. Click at the
page.

buttons to scroll to the previous or next record.
buttons to scroll backward or forward to the previous or next

7. Click at the Print button to print the arrhythmia statistics.
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10 ST Segment Review
The élance Central Station provides ST Review function that allows clinicians to display
up to 1000 ST segment snapshots within 72 hours. ST snapshots for all available leads
will be displayed and ST trends for up to 14 days are also available for review.
Note:
ST Review function is only available when ST Monitoring function is turned on at the
bedside monitor when connected to the Central Station.

10.1 ST Segment Review
ST Review gives a retrospective review of ST alarm snapshots.
Steps:
1. Select the required bed from the Patient Console Area. The patient’s details are
shown in the Primary View.
2. To access the ST segment review, click the ST Review icon on the Tool Bar,

or from the ST Review function at the Patient Menu.
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ST Review

Note: ST Segment Waveforms are displayed and printed in ST Mode: 0.05-40Hz.
The left section of the ST Review shows the stored snapshots of ST alarm events
collected from the selected bedside monitor. The most recent data will be shown at
the top.
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Each ST segment snapshot view is made up of four areas:
 ST alarm occurring date and time
 ST Alarm description
 ST segment snapshot
 Comment icon

ST Alarm occurring date and time

ST segment snapshot

ST alarm

Comment icon

Notes:
 The Comment icon
at the top right corner of the ST segment snapshot
represents presence of comments or clinical notes added by clinicians.
 Each ST segment snapshot view displays a 3-second snapshot.
3. Click at the
segment snapshots.

buttons to scroll to the previous or next page of the ST

4. A specific ST alarm event can be selected from the following dropdown list:

Note:




The most recent data shows at the top of the list.
The snapshot of the selected ST alarm event will be shown with red outline.
A Comment icon
appears to the left of the ST alarm event if there is clinical
comment saved.
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Select an ST alarm event from the list or click at any ST segment snapshot, its
associated waveform shows to the right of the ST Review Window, as shown below.

The associated waveform view shows a 35-second-waveform view of the selected
ST alarm event. Each line displays 7 seconds of the associated waveform. The
previous 23-second-waveform being displayed shows the waveform before the time
of ST event happened. The subsequent 12-second-waveform being displayed
shows the waveform after the event happened.

Warning:
Always remember not rely only on the snapshots for ST segment alarms
which only contain 3-second-waveform. You should inspect the associated
large waveform view showing above which contain 35-second-waveform for
detail to prevent from any probable missing alarm.
Note:
The symbol

marks the alarm time when the ST alarm happens.

5. To view other leads during an ST alarm event, select a lead from the ECG Lead
dropdown list.
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The associated waveform window will display the 35-second waveform view of the
new lead selected.
6. To add clinical notes or comments to the ST alarm event, click at the blank
Comment text box.

Click Enter to save when done. Once entered, the comment shows in the text box
below the waveform window. The time and date of the clinical notes/comments will
also be displayed.

Note:
When select an ST alarm event from snapshots or Second ST History dropdown
list, if there is comment added previously, the comment will also be displayed in
the grey text box.
 The saved comment cannot be edited or deleted.
 Length of each comment can be entered with not more than 400 characters.
 At most 4 comments can be added for each ST alarm event.


7. To print an ST alarm event, click the Print button. The following ST alarm event
report is printed.
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Note:
The symbol
marks the alarm time when the ST alarm happens. It is the same
as the alarm time shows at the top right corner.
Comment added to any alarm event are printed on the second page of ST
Segment Event Report.
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10.2 ST Trends Review
The ST Trends Review allows clinicians to view the deviations in ST segment levels for
each lead monitored in the past 14 days.

10.2.1 Tabular ST Trends Review
Steps:
1. Select the required bed from the Patient Console Area. The patient’s details shows
at the Primary View.
2. Click at the ST Review function from the Tool Bar or select ST Review function
from the Patient Menu. An ST Review window shows.
3. Click at Trends form the tool bar of the ST Review window. The tabular ST trend
data shows.

4. Click at the Interval

buttons to select an appropriate display interval.

Note:
The available interval settings are: 1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes.
5. Click at the
6. Click at the
page.
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7. Click at the Print button to print the ST tabular trends.

10.2.2 Graphical ST Trends Review
Steps:
1. Select the required bed from the Patient Console Area. The patient’s details shows
at the Primary View.
2. Click at the ST Review function from the Tool Bar or select ST Review from the
Patient Menu. An ST Review window shows.
3. Click Trends from the tool bar of the ST Review window. A Trend Data view shows.
4. Select the Show graphs
radio button to view trends data in graphical format.
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Note:
The Scale range, Cursor Time and Autoscale settings will be activated only in
graphical mode.

5. Click at the Time Range
in the graphical trend window.

button to set the ST trend timebase to be displayed

Note:
The available time ranges are: 1, 2, 4, 8, 12 and 16 hours.
6. Click at the Scale Range

button to adjust the parameter scale value.

Note:
The available scale ranges are: -2 to 2 mm, -4 to 4 mm, -6 to 6 mm and -8 to 8 mm.
7. Click at the Cursor Time
forward.

button to move the cursor time backward or

Note:
Cursor time adjustment can also be done by pressing the left mouse button and drag
the cursor across the graphical trend. A cursor will be displayed by left-clicking the
mouse anywhere in the graphical trend area. Cursor time and the ST values shows
at the upper right corner of the graph.
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8. Click at the
scale interval.
9. Click at the

buttons to scroll the graphical trend to the previous or next time
buttons to scroll the graphical trend to the previous or next page.

10. Click at the Autoscale

to turn on the automatic parameter scale value.

11. Click at the Print button to print a graphical ST Trend Report.
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11 Printing
The élance Central Station allows you to print reports of a specific patient or all the
patients being monitored. You can print:





Summary Report
Strip Report
Trends
Trend note report

11.1 Summary Report:
The summary report combines features of a vital signs report and a trend report. At the
top of the summary report is a 7-second ECG strip, which is saved by the monitor
automatically when the patient is first admitted. The monitor will save this strip when it
has noticed two minutes' worth of good ECG data (that is, ECG data that is not
interrupted by lead off).
The middle part of the summary report shows parameter values in a tabular format. The
intervals in the table are the same as the last selected intervals in the trend table screen
display.
The bottom part of the summary report shows another 7-second ECG strip, which
shows the last 7-second waveform just prior to when the summary report was
requested.
STEPS:
1. Click the required bed you want to print a report. The patient’s details shows on
the Primary View.
2. Click the Patient menu on the Menu Bar as shown below. A dropdown menu
shows.
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3. Click the Print Summary Report option. A summary report, as shown below, will
be printed.
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Note:
To print all patients’ report, Click the Print Summary Report for All Patients option in
the Patient menu dropdown list.

11.2 Strip Report
The Strip report prints the ECG lead which is currently the top ECG lead on the élance
Central Station display.
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The report shows 35 seconds of data broken into 5 strips (rows) of 7-second waveforms
on a single page. The time fragment for the data is the last 35 seconds before you press
the button.
STEPS:
1. Click the required bed you want to print a report. The patient’s details shows on
the Primary View.
2. Click the Patient menu on the Menu Bar as shown below. A dropdown menu
shows.

3. Click the Print Strip Report option. A Strip report, shown as below, will be
printed.
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Strip report can also be printed by simply clicking on the Print button in the Tool bar as
shown below.

Note:
To print all patients’ report, click the Print Strip Report for All Patients.
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11.3 Trends
Refer to Chapter 7.1.1 View and Print Tabular Trends and 7.1.2 View and Print
Graphical Trends on trends printing.

11.4 Trend Note Report
A report with patient information and selected trend notes can be printed under this
control.
STEPS:
1. Click the required bed. The patient’s details shows on the Primary View.
2. Click the Patient menu on the Menu Bar. A dropdown menu shows.
3. Click the Print Event Notes option in the dropdown list. An Event Notes window
shows. (See below).

4. Click the date&time to select the required trend notes.
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The date&time row will be highlighted at the selection of the trend note. Click again to
cancel the selection and the row returns plain.
5. Click the Print button. A trend note report, shown as below, will be printed.
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12 Troubleshooting
Trouble Symptom

Possible Causes

Things to Try

The élance Central Station
PC will not run after power
cycling.

There was an internal
Windows operating system
error.

Contact your PC supplier to
resolve the hardware and
operating system problem.
Then, contact Spacelabs local
technical support for restoring
the Central Station software.

No waveforms or parameters
appear from the monitor.

No connection to monitor.

Verify that the monitor is
powered on and that the
network cable is securely
connected to the monitor

No waveforms or parameters
appear from any of the
monitors.

There was an internal
Windows operating system
error.

Power cycle the élance
Central Station and be sure
not to interrupt the start-up
sequence when it is coming
back on. If the élance Central
Station does not start working
normally after this, contact
your PC supplier to resolve
the hardware and operating
system problem. Then,
contact Spacelabs local
technical support for restoring
the Central Station software.

The patient name on the
monitor does not match the
name on the élance Central
Station.

The patient was admitted to
the wrong patient console
area.

Verify that the patient is
admitted into the correct
patient console area for the
monitor

The display is flashing but
there is no sound.

The speaker volume has
been turned down.

Verify that the élance Central
Station speaker volume is not
turned down

The monitor is under “Audio
Off “mode

Wait till the Audio-off period
expires.

The speakers have been
disconnected.

Verify that the speakers are
connected to the élance
Central Station

There was an internal
Windows operating system
error.

Power cycle the élance
Central Station and be sure
not to interrupt the start-up
sequence when it is coming
back on. If the élance Central
Station does not start working
normally after this, contact
your PC supplier to resolve
the hardware and operating
system problem. Then,

The élance Central Station
PC is displaying an error
message or has reset and is
displaying a blue screen.
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Troubleshooting
Trouble Symptom

Possible Causes

Things to Try
contact Spacelabs local
technical support for restoring
the Central Station software.

The élance Central Station
keyboard or mouse is not
working right.

Keyboard or mouse failure.

Contact your PC supplier to
obtain a replacement.

The élance Central Station
display is not working right.

Display failure.

Contact your PC supplier to
obtain a replacement.

The élance Central Station
displays a message stating
that it is unable to get disk
free space.

The élance Central Station
disk is too full and needs to be
cleaned up.

Archive old patient data file to
other media.

The élance Central Station
displays a message stating
that the disk space is getting
low.

The élance Central Station
disk is too full and needs to be
cleaned up.

Archive old patient data file to
other media.

The élance Central Station
displays a message stating
that the memory space is
getting low.

The élance Central Station
memory is too full. The
condition may be due to an
inadequate amount of
memory installed in the PC.

Contact your PC supplier to
ensure there is no memory
chips failure.

The élance Central Station
displays a message stating
that the CPU is too busy.

Internal system failure.

Make sure the élance Central
Station is the only application
running on the Central Station
PC. Close all applications
and restart elance Central
Station program.

Contact your PC supplier to
ensure there is no hard disk
failure.

Contact your PC supplier to
ensure there is no hard disk
failure.

Restart PC to free unused
memory.

Contact your PC supplier to
ensure there is no hardware
failure.
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Appendix 1
Auto Set All Limits
Note:
LL is the final Low Limit value displayed for each parameter.
HL is the final High Limit value displayed for each parameter.
Parameter

Low Limit(LL)

High Limit(HL)

HR

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

RR

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

mmHg:
LL=current Parameter value *0.8

mmHg:
HL=current HR value *1.25

kPA:
LL=current Parameter value *0.8

kPA:
HL=current HR value *1.25

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

EtCO2

RRC

mmHg:
HL=current HR value *1.25

FiCO2

NULL

SPO2

LL=current Parameter value *0.95

HL=100

PR

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

Degrees F:
LL=current Parameter value *0.95

Degrees F:
HL=current HR value *1.05

Degrees C:
LL=current Parameter value *0.95

Degrees C:
HL=current HR value *1.05

Degrees F:
LL=current Parameter value *0.95

Degrees F:
HL=current HR value *1.05

Degrees C:
LL=current Parameter value *0.95

Degrees C:
HL=current HR value *1.05

T1

T2
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Appendix 1
Parameter

Low Limit(LL)

High Limit(HL)

Degrees F:
LL=current Parameter value *0.95

Degrees F:
HL=current HR value *1.05

Degrees C:
LL=current Parameter value *0.95

Degrees C:
HL=current HR value *1.05

P1s

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

P1m

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

P1d

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

P2s

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

P2m

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

P2d

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

NIBPs

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

NIBPm

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

NIBPd

LL=current Parameter value *0.8

HL=current HR value *1.25

TD

Note:
 If the LL value is less than the default Low Limit, it will be the same as default Low Limit. If
the HL is greater than the default High Limit, it will be the same as default High Limit.
 The above LL and HL values calculated following the formula in table are not the final
values displayed. The results will be set to be appropriate values by élance Central Station
automatically for clinician’s convenience.
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